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MATHEMATICS 
ON FINITE SECTIONS OF THE CLASSICAL INEQUALITIES 
BY 
HERBERT S. WILF 
(Communicated by Prof. N. G. DE BRUIJN at the meeting of January 27, 1962) 
In a recent paper [1], N. G. DE BRUIJN an'd the author showed that 
the best possible constant An for the inequality 
~ a" a. :s:;; A. ~ a 2 
.4 - n-4 P p.v~n p,+v p~l 
(1) 
is of the form 
(2) 
n5 . 
A.n = n- 2 (log n)2 + O((loglog n) (log n)-3) (n-+ oo). 
The purpose of this note is to point out that the methods of [I] actually 
carry over, without significant change, to a wide class of similar problems. 
We will show, in fact, that if K(x, y) is homogeneous of degree -1, 
symmetric and decreasing, then the largest eigenvalue of the matrix 
K(p,, v)]~.v~l 
has a form very similar to (2). It is remarkable that the single hypothesis 
of homogeneity is required i:q. several places in the proof, and in particular, 
is responsible for the connection between such problems and the theory 
of Toeplitz forms. Our main result is 
Theorem l: Let K(x, y) =K(y, x) be nonnegative for nonnegative x 
and y, homogeneous of degree -1 and decreasing. Suppose further that 
00 
(3) M = f K(t, 1) H·dt 
0 
and 
(4) y = 2 ~~ J { 1- cos.;~.; log t)} K(l, t) t-t dt 
exist and are finite. Then the largest eigenvalue An of the matrix K(p,, v)]~ .• ~ 1 
is of the form · 
(5) . An= M -n2y (log n)-2+0(log log n (log n)-3) (n-+ oo). 
This should be compared with theorem 318 of I2J. 
341 
For a proof, consider the associated integral equation 
n 
(6) An f(x) = J K(x, y) f(y) dy. 
1 
Put A= t log n, y = ev+A, x = eu+A, g(x) = e<x+A)/2 f(ex+A) and G(u) = 
= K(eu/2, e-<uf2>). Then the assumed symmetry of K\x,y1 implies thatG(u) 
is an even function, and equation (6) takes the form 
A 
(7) An g(u) = J G(u-v) g(v) dv. 
-A 
Now equation (7) is a truncated equation of Wiener-Hopf type which 
has been studied by WmoM ([3], [4]) who showed that 
(9) 
where M and y are as shown in (3) and ( 4). 
It remains, then to investigate the relation between An and An. First 
since [u]~u, 
(10) K([u], [v]), ~ K(u, v) (1 ~ u, v ~ n+ 1). 
Hence, as in [1 ], 
(ll) 
In the other direction we have [ u] ~ u ~ 11 h for all small h > 0 and so 
+ 
(1 +h) K(u-I +h, v-I +h) 
= x(u-I+h v-1 +h) 
I+h ' I+h 
~ K([u], [v]). 
The chain of integral transformations in [I] now goes through unaltered, 
leading to the conclusion stated in the theorem. 
For some applications, first take K(x,y)=(x+y)-1. Then by direct 
calculation, M =n, y=tn3 and we are back to the result of [I]. Next 
take K(x, y) ={max (x, y)}-1• Then M = 4, y = I6 and the best constant for 
(I2) 
has the form 
(I3) An= 4-I6n2 (log n)-2+0((log log n) (log n)-3) (n---'>- =). 
Finally, for the inequality of Hardy 
(I4) i (al + ... + a.)2 ~ An ,i a. 2 
v~l V v~l 
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the coefficient matrix 1s 
I I 
(I5) 
-z+···+-zv-;;_fl fl 'fl, 
~+ ... +~ V~fl 
v2 n2 
which superficially is not of the type considered here. However the 
similarity transformation 
(I6) B = DEAE-l D-1 
where 
Eti = ~ ~ i ~ j (E-'), ~) -: i = j (I7) i < j i=j+I 
otherwise 
(IS) DtJ=i-1 OtJ 
transforms A into the matrix Bmn= {max (m, n)}-1 so (I3) again holds. 
The University of Illinois 
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